Monarch Academy Annapolis is launching eSchool @ MAA beginning in the 2020-2021 school year! As a school of choice for Annapolis Cluster elementary students, we wanted to make you aware of the unique programming and innovative options available at Monarch Academy Annapolis.

Limited seats remain available for both K-5 classrooms at Monarch Annapolis and for our newly launched K-5 eSchool seats. We implement the IB Primary Years Program as well as primary Performing and Visual Arts experiences to prepare students for success at both Annapolis and Bates Middle Schools.

Our eSchool @ MAA will feature flexible, blended learning with 80% of school completed at home with both live and asynchronous learning activities that cover all content areas (reading, writing, math, science, social studies, art, music, PE, media, Spanish). Students will be invited into school for up to 20% of their school year for group collaborations, small group instruction, grade level events, and more. During the Covid-19 shutdown, our school found many successful models of eLearning and saw how many students benefited from this new way of learning. There were highly engaging activities, full units of study, a schoolwide Unit of Inquiry, connecting opportunities for social/emotional support, eClubs and enrichment experiences, and many successes.

To see more of the great things that happened at Monarch Academy Annapolis in the past few months, check out our social media pages. We invite you to attend our upcoming Open House on June 24th at 5:30pm. Contact us to learn more, or complete the 2020-2021 eSchool @MAA application found at this link.
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